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Message from the CEO
As the season turns and we eagerly wait for the last of the snow to 
melt, it is a good time to take stock. Many of our clubs and winter 
leagues are winding down for the year, currently in playoffs and 
celebrating the end of season, while others are gearing up for the 
spring and summer. A big high five to all of you who have maintained 
your New Year’s intentions into the Spring. Please let us know what 
we can do to help you keep the momentum.

As always, there has been lots of activity and things to celebrate. 
Stronger You, a new program launched in January for our 
StrongWomen graduates has been enthusiastically received and 

Get involved in  
your Association!
RA Annual General Meeting 
Thursday, April 25, 2019
The Annual General Meeting of the Recreation 
Association of the Public Service of Canada will be held 
on Thursday, April 25, 2019 beginning at 7pm in 
Courtside B (RA Centre - East Wing) 2451 Riverside 
Drive, Ottawa. 

Meeting packages will be available for members to pick 
up from the Member Services Desk as of Wednesday, 
April 3. At this meeting proposed changes to the 
Association’s By-laws will be presented for ratification 
by the voting members.  All members are encouraged 
to attend.  

proven to be a resounding success. Our March Break Camp was bursting at the seams and completely 
sold out. This is hopefully the harbinger of a very successful summer camp season.

As you are aware this winter has been a challenging one, with the cycle of melting and freezing playing 
havoc on our facilities - especially on our roofs and parking lots. As also evident on City streets, our cold 
patching of the pot holes has been difficult to maintain. We will be following up with some hot asphalt 
fixes once the material is available. In the meantime, please drive cautiously.

Thank you to all of our members who took time out of their busy schedules to attend one of the Town 
Hall meetings regarding the proposed changes to the RA Bylaws. Please remember to join us at the 
AGM on Thursday April 25th to ratify the bylaws and get a peek at the strategic plan and vision for our 
future. I hope to see you all there.

Sincerely,

Tosha Rhodenizer 
RA Chief Executive Officer

Spring  

Everything spring!  Join us to create  
your own Spring card masterpieces.
If you’re new to the crafting world, the process of  
how to heat emboss can be a little intimidating. Heat  
embossing can add layers of dimension to your projects 
in just a few minutes.  Let our instructor break it all 
down for the novices, from what embossing it is, what 
materials to use and how to do it!

Wednesday, April 10, 2019 
1:00 to 3:00pm
Courtside A (RA Centre, East Wing)

Card Making 
Workshop

You will make 2 handmade cards during this workshop.  
Please bring:  Scissors, glue, pencil crayons 

Member/non-member fee:  $25 (plus tax)

Register now with the RA’s Member Services staff  
at the East Desk, by phone at 613-733-5100.

Reach out to us today – we want to hear from you!
613-656-3499 

info@businesssherpagroup.com
www.businesssherpagroup.com

A proud partner of the RA

mailto:info%40businesssherpagroup.com?subject=
www.businesssherpagroup.com
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At Your Service...
Why do we ask for your email?

DOUG PARKER  
LifeFIT on Riverside Drive member and avid participant in wellness classes

Our Values are the heart of our Association

Respect Others – Our programs, services and operations will 
respect all those who engage, who chose to play and who 
experience the lifestyle of the RA in their own unique way.

Stay Healthy – Our programs and services will encourage 
healthy behaviors and lifestyles. We will play an active role in the 
community to foster health and wellbeing. 

Include Everyone – We will listen to members, community 
groups and neighbors ensuring our facilities are open to all 
cultures and economic backgrounds.  We will challenge ourselves 
to remove barriers.

Have Fun – By our very nature our activities and experiences 
are intended to be FUN. We will first and foremost encourage it. 
Although we can be competitive, in the end members and clients 
who have fun will develop experiences that last a lifetime. 

Give Back – The RA will work with community partners to give 
back, to find ways through a not-for-profit frame of reference to 
offer opportunities to those less fortunate or to simply help other 
community organizations succeed. 

OUR VALUES
Stronger Together – We recognize that the RA’s future growth 
and success is strongly tied to the support of others in the 
community. As a strong, united community of sportspeople, 
businesses and partners, the RA will promote and foster success. 

They represent the core of what the RA is and what our Association cherishes. We are integrating them into our decision making, living 
by them and telling the story of  how they inspire, innovate and motivate our members, volunteers and staff to witness the heartbeat of 
our Association.

We ask for your email address to help us communicate better with you.  As a member of the RA, you will receive the RA News, any pertinent club or 
activity news, operational emails and membership information (ie. offer to renew) and the occasional RA partner communication by email. You’ll be able to 
unsubscribe at any time and we never share your information. In addition, to be able to register for classes and programs on-line through PlayRA you must 
have an email address on file.  If you would like to add or update your email address, please stop by the East Member Services desk or call our Member 
Services staff at 613-733-5100.

One of the pleasures of being an RA member and 
participating in both the LifeFIT Centre and wellness 
classes, is benefitting from a social network that 
develops almost by chance… or so it seems to me.

I have always been physically active. My younger days, 
now a distant past, were devoted to running, during 
which time I managed to both start and happily finish 
two Toronto marathons. As often happens to runners, 
nature and their knees let them know when it’s time 
to stop. So what could I find to replace the “highs” of 
running and deal with the withdrawal symptoms?

I found the RA.

instructor and by the way a real “people person”)  
I signed up for both Yoga and FusionFIT. These classes 
have been very rewarding for both the body and the 
aforementioned social network. I am now part of what 
my colleagues and I refer to as a “tribe,” comprised of 
four very close friends - none of whom I knew before 
joining the RA. Our friendship extends beyond the walls 
of the RA. We meet up a few times a year to share a 
meal and brag about what great shape we’re all in.

Recently, I decided to try spinning. Remarkably, I’m 
beginning to really enjoy it thanks to both Marc and 
Mark – although after a gruelling hour on the bike the 
last thing I feel like doing is thanking either of them.

When I joined the RA, I made a good choice. 

Our friendship extends beyond the 

walls of the RA. We meet up a few 

times a year to share a meal and brag 

about what great shape we’re all in.

“

About three years ago and after checking out a few area 
gyms, I chose to join LifeFIT encouraged by the friendly 
and warm welcome I received from staff as I checked 
out the facilities. At first I mainly made use of the weight 
room but after a while, and some encouragement from 
Brenda Hamm (LifeFIT manager, formidable wellness 
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Since 1921

RA members get 5% o� in store and at chefsparadise.ca 

1314 Bank Street @ the corner of Riverdale 

Juicing makes it easy 
to get your  daily  
veggies - a great way
to increase your vegetable 
intake during winter months 

Use promo code RAPerks

Did you know...Did you know...
Juicing makes it easy 
to get your  daily   
veggies - a great way
to increase your vegetable 
intake during winter months 

*Discount not applicable to gift cards or commercial equipment

Are you taking care of your brain? 
Have you been neglecting your New Year’s resolutions like getting to the gym? You now have one more reason to renew that resolution: A healthy body means a healthy 
brain too! Here are a few simple things you can do to reduce your risk.

30 minutes of activity each day
It only takes 30 minutes of moderate exercise each 
day! It could be anything from a brisk walk to taking 
dance lessons, but helps reduce your risk of developing 
dementia.  

Exercise helps the brain in a few ways, like:

• Pumping blood and oxygen to the brain, which is 
important for brain functioning

• Helping to build your cognitive reserve and improve 
memory through an active lifestyle

• And risk reduction aside, regular activity means 
more energy and feeling better throughout the day!

Focus on fruits, vegetables, nuts, and grains
You may have heard about the benefits of a 
Mediterranean or heart healthy diet. This type of 
diet supports good cardiovascular health, and 
helps to combat heart disease, diabetes and high 
blood pressure, all contributing factors for vascular 
dementia. So how can you add the components of a 
Mediterranean diet to your meals?

• Eat mostly plant-based foods, like fruits and 
vegetables, whole grains and nuts.

• Use healthy fats, like olive oil.
• Use herbs and spices to flavour your foods  

instead of salt.
• Limit your consumption of red meat and eat fish  

or poultry instead.

Train your brain
Learning new things in new ways helps to preserve 
brain cells and, in some cases, can even reverse some 
of the cognitive decline that comes with aging. And 
it’s not just about brain puzzles, engaging in activities 
with others, like volunteering or being in a club, is even 
better for keeping your brain in top form. Staying social 
also boosts mood and attitude, important ingredients 
for well-being.

Other items to add to your brain  
health plan
Remember, activity and diet aren’t the only ways to  
stay brain healthy, it’s also important to:

•     Manage your stress levels.
•     Reduce or quit smoking.
•     Protect your head when playing sports.

It’s never too late or too soon to take charge of your brain health. For more tips and helpful resources, visit 
www.alzheimer.ca/brainhealth.

RA Members get 5% off in store (show your membership card or mention that you 
are an RA member) or on-line at chefsparadise.ca (use promo code raperks).

1314 Bank Street @ the corner of Riverdale

https://alzheimer.ca/en/suroit/News-and-Events/e-newsletter-mar2014/march-is-national-brain-awareness-month
http://www.chefsparadise.ca
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specia lty coffee, fresh baked goods, sandwiches and much more...

Strawberry White Tea
A seductively fragrant blend of organic, 

fair-trade white tea, rosehips, safflowers, and 
strawberry essence, with a sweet taste and 
a fruity aroma. With Spring just around the 
corner- it’s the perfect tea to get you into  

the spirit!   $2.62 any size 

Meet Shannon  
CaféRA Manager and  
“Kitchen Fairy”

Most mornings Shannon is busy in the 
kitchen creating tasty goodies for the 
Café! From the fan-favourite Sourdough 
Grilled Cheese, to Naan Bread Pizzas, to 
unique vegan wraps to satisfy even the 
hungriest meat-eater! 

Shannon comes to the RA with a wide 
range of experience in the Industry- from 
managing a Cupcake Bakery and Café, 
to working behind the scenes in a local 
Coffee Roastery. She has a passion for 
coffee and food, and loves to chat about 
all things delicious!  

Try one of her favorite recipes at home!

Avocado Mango Slaw
1 avocado (slightly firm)
1 mango (slightly firm/underripe)
1/2 medium red onion
1 jalepeno
15-20 fresh mint leaves
2 Tbsp Olive oil
2 Tbsp Lime juice
1 Tbsp honey
Salt and pepper to taste

Slice avocado and mango into 
matchsticks, and thinly slice onion. To 
make the dressing- mince the jalepeno 
and finely chopped the mint, add to a 
bowl. Whisk in the olive oil, lime juice, 
and honey. Gently toss the avocado and 
mango with the dressing, and season 
with salt and pepper.

Makes an excellent garnish for fish 
tacos, a great side dish on its own, or 
served over baby spinach leaves. 

Must Try!
Gourmet Grilled Cheese  
(A Staff’s favourite)

Made with real butter, St Albert cheddar, and  
Swiss cheeses, on sourdough bread.  $6  
Add a homemade soup for only $3. 

Who says you can’t eat cookies for breakfast? 

Introducing the  
Breakfast Cookie!
This cookie is high in protein, made with healthy 
ingredients such as sesame seeds, orange, coconut  
and dates. So go ahead a have a cookie...or two!  
                                                   $2.40 per cookie 

CaféRA Celebrated it’s 
1 year Anniversary!
On March 6, CaféRA turned One!  

Thank you to everyone who 
joined us for our celebration.  
There were some great prizes 

and $1 treats for everyone  
to enjoy.

Open Monday to Friday  
7:30am to 3:30pm

Equator Contest Winner ! 

Congratulations to Isabelle from the  

Coaching Association of Canada who won  

an Equator Gift Pack. 

Coca-Cola Contest Winner ! Congratulations to Casey from Canoe Kayak Canada who won an Apple Watch.   Courtesy of RA partner, Coca-Cola.

Happy 1st Birthday CaféRA!

CaféRA
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RA Sports Leagues High Fives

CEDRICK COLAS
WARRIORS
(Basketball League)

NEEL CHADHA
TEAL TEAM 
(Ball Hockey League)

MICHAEL LABELLE 
RAVENS
(Hockey League)

JED NARRAWAY
STARBLOCKS 
(Volleyball League)

KAT MANNOLY 
TEAL SQUAD
(Hockey League &  
Ball Hockey League)

Since emerging onto the scene 
at the beginning of last season 
there have not been many 
players that have made as big 
of an impact, and as quickly, as 
Cedrick Colas.  Cedrick a pure 
power forward with hands 
as smooth as butter adds a 
dimension to the game that not 
many are capable of.  This has 
made his Warriors squad go 
from middle of the pack dark 
horse to perennial powerhouse.  
After winning it all last season 
they are poised for another 
championship run.  

A popular saying is speed kills.  
In our ball hockey league no 
one player exudes that more 
than Neel Chadha.  Since 
joining the league in the Fall of 
2018, Neel has emerged as one 
of the premier scoring threats 
in the league. His combination 
of soft hands, blazing speed 
and hockey smarts make him 
hard to stop.  In his debut last 
season he notched 23 goals 
in 8 games. He has already 
outdone himself this season 
with 32 goals through 7 
games.  Simply incredible!

Most players strive for team 
success.  On occasion this 
includes some personal success.  
In a league with 80+ teams 
and almost a 1,000 players 
to lead a league in scoring is 
something that only a handful 
of people can say they have 
accomplished.  This season this 
distinct honor goes to Michael 
Labelle from the Ravens in our 
Creemore Springs division.   
Labelle finished with 33 goals 
and 62 points.  He was held 
pointless in only 3 games.  He 
had 18 games this season with 
at least 2 points.  

One of the ultimate team sports 
we offer is volleyball.  To win 
you need to work as a team 
and to communicate with 
each other.  The Starblocks, 
led by Jed Narraway have this 
in boat loads.  Having played 
together for several seasons; 
the last two with the RA Coed 
Indoor Volleyball league; they 
have demonstrated to their 
opponents that they are the 
team to beat.   Last season they 
cruised to the championship 
with an impressive 18-4 record.  
This season, and with teams 
gunning for them, they have 
continued there impressive play 
and are currently 16-1 with 
playoffs around the corner. 

When players branch out and 
play in multiple RA programs 
we are thrilled.   When these 
players are some of the nicest 
around this is even better.   
Kat Mannoly falls into both 
categories.   Having been a 
member of our ball hockey 
league for the past few 
seasons; winning in each of 
the last two seasons, Kat has 
recently branched out and has 
begun playing in the women’s 
beginner hockey league.   Her 
success has continued there.    
Fun Fact… she is always the 
first one to show up.  Typically 
40 minutes early to get in 
practice as she strives to always 
get better. 

Good People.  Great Lawyers. 

11 Holland Avenue, Suite 300 

Ottawa, Ontario K1Y 4S1 

www.mannlawyers.com 

613-722-1500 

info@mannlawyers.com 

 

Good People.  Great Lawyers. 

11 Holland Avenue, Suite 300 

Ottawa, Ontario K1Y 4S1 

www.mannlawyers.com 

613-722-1500 

info@mannlawyers.com 

 

Looking forward to a  
Bright Start to the Season!
Work has begun installing the new energy efficient LED lights 
on the diamonds at the RA’s Lightenco Softball Centre.  
Thank you to our partner Lightenco.

https://www.mannlawyers.com/
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Fieldhouse Loyalty  
Reward Program

The Fieldhouse Loyalty Reward Program 
rewards your team with 5% of your  

Fieldhouse purchases in Rewards Points*.
*Every $1 spent = 1 reward point.   

Every 100 reward points = $5 credit  
towards a future purchase.  

Fieldhouse
Your Social HQ

FieldhouseFieldhouse

Ask your server about the BONUS Levels!

Reward points will be banked and can be 
redeemed anytime in the Fieldhouse.  Simply ask 

your server when your team is ready
.  

It’s your turn! 
Getting involved in sport as an adult
As children and teenagers, many of us had the 
experience of participating in recreational sports leagues 
including baseball, softball, hockey, soccer, volleyball 
and basketball. Not only were they a good place to 
bond with our friends (and make new ones), they also 
got us moving and helped foster a competitive – and 
cooperative – spirit. Yet as adults, a lot of people don’t 
tend to consider sports as a feasible hobby; between 
work hours and family activities, there just doesn’t seem 
to be enough time in the day. However, recreational 
sports have multiple benefits for adults, just as they do 
for kids and teens – in fact, adults are likely much more 
in need of the physical and psychological boosts that 
playing league sports can provide.

Not convinced? Then let’s examine some of the rewards 
that come with playing recreational sports as an adult. 

The psychological bonuses
It’s not just the physical aspect of recreational sports 
that can benefit adults –  it also comes on the mental 
and psychological sides. Aside from being a stress 
reliever, playing a sport as part of a team – whether just 
for fun or on a competitive level – can do wonders for 
one’s mental health and self-esteem. 

At the heart of it, recreational sports are really about 
creating a social atmosphere in a friendly, physical 
environment. 

Although playing recreational sports may have fallen by 
the wayside as we’ve grown up, it’s just as rewarding 
– maybe even more so – to play them as adults. Given 
that they grant everything from our recommended daily 
exercise, to a chance to socialize, to a renewed sense of 
goal-setting and competition, sports leagues ought to 
be seriously considered by all adults looking for a  
place to blow off some steam and have fun.

Spring is finally here, it’s time to sign up for  
Beach Volleyball, Ball Hockey, Women’s Hockey & Softball 

Check out all the sports leagues the RA offers at www.racentre.com/SportsLeagues

The physical benefits
Adults are told by everyone from the media to doctors 
to family members that being active is important, and 
they’re correct. Making sure you get in at least half 
an hour of exercise every day can help you feel more 
energized, lower your blood pressure, and strengthen 
your bones and muscles, according to ParticipACTION. 
Not only that, but getting in some physical exercise can 
go a long way towards stress management, which is 
vital in this day and age. So what better place to reap 
all these benefits than in a recreational sports league?

Making sure you get in at least half an 
hour of exercise every day can help you 
feel more energized, lower your blood 
pressure, and strengthen your bones  

and muscles.

Recreational sports leagues are the perfect solution 
for anyone who loves the competitive nature and 
team environment of sports. You’ll get in your regular 
exercise, plus you’ll be able to have fun doing it – as 
well as getting out and being social with a bunch of 
likeminded peers. It can be the perfect stress buster at 
the end of a long work day, as well as good motivation 
to get out and get moving – even if you don’t want to. 
You won’t want to let your team down, right?

“

Aside from being a stress reliever, 
playing a sport as part of a team – 

whether just for fun or on a competitive 
level – can do wonders for one’s mental 

health and self-esteem

“

http://www.racentre.com/SportsLeagues 
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Incandescent 40W Bulb CFL 13W Bulb LED 9W Bulb

21 bulbs = 20 years 

 750 -1,000 hours

1 year = $10.37

2700K

Dimmable

ROHS - Yes
Mercury - No

3 bulbs = 20 years 

 10,000 hours

1 year = $2.25

2700K - 6500K

Non-Dimmable

ROHS - No
Mercury - Yes

1 bulb = 20 years 

 25,000 hours

1 year = $1.56

2700K - 6500K

   Dimmable

ROHS - Yes
Mercury - No

*ROHS -  The Restriction of Hazardous Substances*

What has changed in the 
lighting industry?
By now you have probably heard about light-emitting diode (LED) bulbs and their many benefits. But do you really 
know the impact LED lighting has had over the common incandescent bulb?

Since 1879, incandescent bulbs certainly have performed admirably. Still finding these lights in hallways 
closets, or table lamps. Fast forward to 2018, LED bulbs are the new lighting technology standard and they 
are found everywhere. So, what’s the difference? In short, LED lighting has a longer lifetime, allows for faster 
switching, and saves a significant amount of energy as it only loses 10% energy to heat vs the incandescent at 90% 
energy loss to heat. This trend in the Canadian lighting industry began in 2011 when the government of Canada 
initialized the phase out of older, high wattage incandescent lamps. Realizing the significant impact of the LED 
lighting savings the Government of Canada and various provincial governments now offer plenty of rebate programs 
and incentives to help you save even more money to make the energy efficient switch.

The provided infographic will give you an idea of the differences between incandescent, fluorescent and LED lighting 
technology.

What can you do about this change 
in the lighting industry?
So, by now you probably wanting to replace the 
lights in your home or your business and the first 
thing on your agenda is to take a stroll to your nearest 
department store to find the cheapest replacement. 
With the infographic provided you can make an 
informed choice about what colour temperature of lamp 
to choose and what LED lamp to buy – the options 
are limitless. Look for dimmable lights if required and 
realize you may need to change the dimmers to have 
the LEDs dimming smoothly. Ask for saveONenergy 
coupons for rebates on Energy Star (better performance) 
lamps. If you’re looking for a commercial space, feel 
free to contact us at Lightenco for assistance in taking 
advantage of commercial rebates and choosing the 
right LED Lighting System.

In the end for home or for business the switch to LED 
lights saves energy, saves money, and therefore saves 
you time! Make the switch today!

To find out more on Lightenco, to read more on the 
benefits of LED and for product information, visit  
https://lightenco.com

To view images bigger go to:  
www.racentre.com/lightenco.

Lightenco is a proud partenr of the RA

A glimpse into the  
RA Canoe Camping Club  
Lake Louisa  
Loop-Algonquin  
Park 2018 
Last July, six (6) RA Canoe Camping Club paddlers 
headed out to meet the hoards of deer flies during a 
paddling trip around Lake Louisa Loop. Luckily, the 
group tackled the bugs and kilometres of portaging 
with humour, patience and fabulous food to start and 
end each day-eggs/bacon tortillas, veggie chilli, two 
variations of porridge, pasta with pesto, curry with 
basmati rice and mango chutney and open-faced pizza, 
for example.

Lake Louisa Loop gave the paddles a variety of 
experiences including lots of paddling through lakes 
and streams, portaging, navigating beaver dams, 
beautiful scenery, lovely camp sites and some with 
sandy beaches.

Club members headed out on the water each day at  
9 am , alternating paddling partners, and pulled up for 
the night in the later afternoon. This left us lots of time 
for setting up camp, a swim and relaxing before bed.  
Due to the fire ban and no nightly campfire, the group 
attempted to play, “Two Truths and a Lie”  
but quickly discovered that on the whole  
they were not good liars.

Learn more about the  
RA Canoe Camping Club at the Club’s  

Open House on Friday, April 12, 2019  
from 6:30pm to 8:30pm in the Clark Hall (RA Centre)   

Everyone Welcome!
www.racentre.com/raccc

Come paddle with us!   
Adults and Families are welcome.

https://lightenco.com
http://www.racentre.com/lightenco
http://www.racentre.com/lightenco
http://www.racentre.com/lightenco
http://www.racentre.com/raccc
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The Fitness Wave
Staying On Top Of The Fitness Wave
The fitness wave begins in January with the excitement of a New Year. We are motivated and ready to become the 
healthiest and fittest we’ve ever been! We have it set in our daily schedule and we begin with joy! We continue 
riding the fitness wave, fitting exercise into our routines for a few weeks and then one day we don’t feel like 
working out. Then the following day we’re still not in the mood and then before we know it, we are no longer on 
top of the wave… we are now sinking to the bottom…AGAIN!

Then, after the long, cold and dark days of winter, signs of spring begin to arise and we have this sensation of 
renewal and unrest. We are excited and ready… only to end up at the bottom again, a few weeks into it. And the 
fitness wave repeats again after the BBQ’s, cocktails, and lazy days of summer.

So, how does one stay consistently active for a whole year and even more importantly, the rest of their life?  
In order to figure this out, one must understand WHY does this keep happening?

These questions, along with honest answers, could be the key to getting back on that fitness wave and staying  
on it for many years to come.  Here are four key questions to ask yourself:

1.  Do You Enjoy Exercise/Activities?
Everyone has their comfort zones when it comes to 
fitness. Some enjoy being in a gym, a class setting, 
being outside walking, running, or playing sports. 
Regardless of what you do, you MUST enjoy it. If 
you don’t, then it will be next to impossible to stay 
consistent and motivated to continue. This is where 
you need to figure it out. Exercise is not about being 
in the gym for hours on end. You must change your 
thought process. Think more along the lines of anytime 
you are active in any way, shape, or form you are doing 
something great for your wellness! Try new things, 
classes or even set aside 10 minutes to do 3 exercises a 
day. Something is better than nothing!

3. What Has Stopped You From Achieving 
Your Fitness Goals In The Past?
As a fitness expert for over 15 years, I have heard all 
the excuses to skip a workout and I must say, there 
were many creative ones! A good idea is to think 
back on what stopped you each time you started 
a new fitness routine, nutrition plan or any type of 
activity/program that would contribute to a healthier 
lifestyle. Was it lack of time, boredom, laziness or 
just simply “not in the mood” any longer? You must 
figure out what it was. They say it takes 21 days to 
form a habit, in my experience that is not possible! In 
my experience, forming a new habit takes at least 2 
months, and sometimes more! Forming a new habit is 
a slow process and is to be taken day by day! As you 
go along you will see it becomes easier and before you 
know it, your newly formed habit will become a part of 
your routine!

4. Do You Have An Injury That Is Preventing 
You From Being Active?
It was long thought that bed rest was the solution to 
musculoskeletal injuries. We now know better and 
people are advised to stay active while recovering from 
most injuries. I would estimate that 85% of my clients 
have some sort of injury that keeps creeping up on 
them from time to time. Whether it’s chronic or acute, 
an injury can easily stop you from being active. While 
many of my clients try to use that as an excuse not to 
exercise, I always remind them they have other body 
parts to work on too! Exercise can be an important tool 
in your recovery. The best advice I can give you is to 
make an appointment with our amazing team at our 
RA Centre Physiotherapy and Massage Clinic! In order 
to recover you need to know the how and why of your 
injury. Not only can they help you get back on your feet 
quickly, they can collaborate with your trainer to find 
exercises that will help in your recovery. Think about 
how amazing it would be to be pain-free, to be able to 

Erin Nelson
RA LifeFIT Coordinator, Certified 
Personal Trainer and Fitness Instructor.

Erin has been actively involved in the fitness 
industry for over 15 years in both Toronto and 
Ottawa managing corporate fitness centres in 
the private and public sectors.  Erin’s passion is 
evident by her creative, positive and personalized 
approach to fitness and life.

Erin’s favourite quote is ” When you feel like 
quitting, remember why you started in the 
first place”.

continue with all the activities you enjoy, and stay on 
top of your fitness wave!

With all these questions asked, you DO have the 
answers. You have control over one of the most 
important things in life which is YOU! Don’t allow days, 
weeks, months and years to pass and still be riding 
the fitness wave up and down. Get back on track 
and make yourself the top priority. Don’t regret all the 
daily opportunities to better your health and wellness. 
Consistency is the key! If you’re tired of starting over, 
stop giving up!

2.  Do You Really Want To Become  
 The Healthy Person You Envision?
Everyone has their vision of how they want to look and 
feel. Motivation is the easy part when you are ready 
to hop on the wave. Staying consistent is the hard 
part. Again, we need to look at this in a different way. 
Who are you accountable to? You are accountable to 
your partner, children, friends, and work. You create 
your day based on everything that is important to you. 
So why are your health and well-being not in your 
daily schedule? Life is busy and full of stress; however, 
without YOU, everything that is significant to you will 
be neglected. Put the oxygen mask on yourself first! You 
are important and you need to feel good and energetic 
to achieve your daily tasks. So if you really want it, 
then you must make time. Pencil yourself in: YOU 
should be at the top of the priority list when it comes to 
scheduling your day!

“ Pencil yourself in: YOU should be at 
the top of the priority list when it 

comes to scheduling your day!

“ Consistency is the key! If you’re tired 
of starting over, stop giving up!
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Physical activity helps  
the Brain develop.

In children, exercise has been shown to improve cognitive function, and improve motor 
skill development. Children who are active do better on standardized tests and have better 

grades. In adults, especially as we age, regular physical activity increases memory and 
slows the aging process of the brain. Studies show that very active people who engage 

regularly physical activities have much lower rates of memory loss, dementia, Alzheimer’s 
and do better on cognitive function tests over time.

Enjoying their  
first curling bonspiel
Following a long hiatus, the RA’s Youth Curling program was 
reinstated as part of last year’s RA Curling Club’s  
60th anniversary season. This year the children were keen 
and ready to try out bonspiels.

On March 3, a team participated in their first novice bonspiel 
in Buckingham turning in a solid performance. 

On March 17, two teams particiapted in the St Patrick’s 
Novice spiel in Carp where Team Roebuck who won their first 
game and lost their second game.  (All team members got 
participation trophies. In addition Team Roebuck won the best 
team costume prize -DQ gift certificates!.)  And Team Lee, who 
only had three players lost their first game and tied their second. 

All in all, the RA Curling Club is extremely proud of their 
performance considering this was only their second year of the 
program and their first time in bonspiels.

The RA Curling Club Youth program is run by qualified coaches 
and there is room for new members next fall (ages 8 to 13) . 
Thinking of signing up your child or grandchild – contact the 
program coordinator Margo Burgess c/o: (Melody Rochon, Club 
Coordinator at mrochon@racentre.com).

Physical activity is broadly beneficial to how the 
brain controls thoughts and behaviours, and 
even how the brain is structured. These  
brain benefits occur after short bouts  
of physical activity and become more  
apparent with regular physical activity.

Healthy Bodies  
Mean Healthy Minds
 

“About one-fifth of boys 
and one-third of girls feel 

depressed or low on a 
weekly basis or more.”

So, let’s move! The more 
movement your child 

or teen does “, the more 
they will feel their mood 

improving: a dose-
response relationship.”  (*)

Inspire your children!  
Do the exercise or 

activity together. Be their 
accountability partner, 
their motivator, their 

role-model to help them 
build healthy habits 

and strategies to tackle 
those tough time when 

stress-levels increase and 
negative emotions arise.   

Healthy bodies mean 
healthy minds.  

     Promoting physical activity to your child  
                and teen is easy, but getting them to        
                 move can be the challenge. Making    
                  physical activity into a game is way  

                more enjoyable, even for adults. 

Get your kids moving! It will benefit more than just their 
physical bodies. Physical activity has been proven to boost 

positive mental health in children and youth.

Physical activity is important for ensuring children and youth 
live their best (and healthiest!) lives. Because how kids 
spend their time in the day will impact other behaviours 
like how much they sleep at night, it’s important to look at 
all movement behaviours as integrated and co-dependent 
rather than in silos. We need to get kids sweating, stepping, 
sleeping, and sitting the right amount for optimal health.

According to the Canadian 24-Hour Movement Guidelines, 
children and youth aged 5-17 years should accumulate  
60 minutes of heart-pumping physical activity each day.  
And let’s not forget about sleep (9 to 11 hours/night for 
those aged 5 to13 years and 8 to 10 hours/night for those 
aged 14 to 17) and sedentary behaviors  
(limit of 2 hours/day of recreation screen time). 

Brain areas related 
to memory and 

learning are bigger 
in more physically 

active kids.

(*) Public Health Agency of Canada. (2011). The health of Canada’s young people: A mental health focus.

mailto:mrochon%40racentre.com?subject=
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Learn Social Skills 
While attending day camp kids 
are forced to step away from 
technology such as cell phones, 
computers and television; and 
instead they have to learn how 
to communicate, share, and work 
together with other campers.

Try New Things 
When your child goes to camp they might be introduced to new activities that 
they wouldn’t otherwise be exposed to. This will allow children to explore 
what they like and do not like. If a child decides to try something new and they 
succeed at it, they may gain confidence in themselves and be open to try more 
activities that they haven’t done before such as archery, martial arts, hockey, 
and many others.

Why Send Your Child to Day Camp?
Gain Independence  
Camp is an opportunity for kids to start gaining independence since they won’t 
have their parents or teachers guiding them through each decision they make. 
Even though at camp there is structure, camps offer some downtime where the 
kids choose activities they want to partake in or who they want to be friends 
with. By making some of their own decisions, kids will be able to blossom and 
find themselves.

Get Active 
At camp, kids will be constantly 
moving. They will also spend 
a great amount of time outside 
allowing them to connect with 
nature and other kids.

‘I Can Play Anything’ 

Multi-Sport 
Program
Our Winter/Spring session of our 
children’s ‘I Can Play Anything’ Multi-
Sport Program will soon wrap up after 
12 weeks and a repertoire of sport this 
round including Ball Hockey, Fencing, 
Volleyball.  We are very proud of 
the ‘I Can Play Anything’ Multi-Sport 
Program given its focus on something 
so important-that being to improve 
physical literacy deficits through the 
delivery of  progressive, goal oriented 
sessions with a focus on play to get 
boys and girls moving.

Launched in the Fall of 2018 for 6 to 
9 year olds with funding support for 
children from Canadian Tire Jumpstart 
and technical support from Angelica, a 
PHD intern who is part of the Healthy, 
Active Living Obesity research group 
at CHEO’s Research Institute and who 
is also integrating her research study 
under a Mitacs Accelerator grant in our 
same program. To improve physical 
activity skills and motivation each 
week we start with a warm-up with 
an instructional component, help kids 
learn an individual skill with different 
progressions, all participate in an 
obstacle course or movement-based 
game, a cooperative skill, a competitive 
game and a cool-down activity.  

Through physical activity children are 
given the chance to try new things, 
conquer their fears and build their 
confidence. By providing them the 
opportunity to participate in quality 
experience where they can sample all 
types of sports like in the RA’s ‘I Can 
Play Anything’ Multi-Sport Program, 
boys and girls may follow their curiosity 
and cultivate their athletic interests.

New session beginning  
April 27 to June 22, 2019  
featuring t-ball, squash, and ultimate  
www.racentre.com/multi-sports

SUMMER 
CAMPS

Explore our variety  
of camps offering fun, 
safe and memorable 

experiences.

www.racentre.com/camps

http://www.racentre.com/junior-nba
http://www.racentre.com/camps
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Established in 2002, Koallo is a complete technology management company serving 
organizations across Eastern Ontario and throughout Canada. At Koallo we believe 
that small and medium sized organizations are the engine of our regional economy; 
our tailored services help organizations better compete and thrive – making Eastern 
Ontario an even better place for us all to work and live.

Koallo also understands that small-medium sized organizations have limited 
resources to finance or sustain dedicated in-house IT staff, that their team members 
typically wear many “hats” and that there is often not enough time in the day to 
accomplish all that is needed. In response to this, Koallo enables organizations to 
dramatically lighten their IT “load” by outsourcing critical IT services. Our clients not 
only receive affordable, knowledgeable IT service and support, they also gain an 
active partner and advocate for their strategic IT systems design, infrastructure and 
capacity planning.

Since Koallo’s inception 15 years ago, hundreds of clients across Canada have 
relied on Koallo as their source of trusted IT expertise.  Our services include:

    Managed Desktop, server and network support

    Domain name registration and hosting

    Network design and build

    IT hardware and software supply

    Cloud and internet services

    Mobile and remote working

    Voice over IP Telephony and Integration

    Managed Security

    Professional Services

Official WiFi, VOIP and IT support partner 

www.koallo.ca

http://www.koallo.ca
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Accessible Meeting Rooms

Complimentary Wi-Fi

Comprehensive  
Audio Visual Services

In House Catering

Free Parking

Team Building Events

Wellness Workshop 

First-Class Facilities

Meeting Places and Play Spaces!

Sarah Gay, Coordinator,  
RA Event & Conference Services

613-736-6243   
sgay@racentre.com

Team Building: The Power of Play
The workplace landscape once consisted of closed door offices creating barriers between employers and employees. In recent years, workplace design has shifted to open 
concept spaces. Removing office walls and creating an open environment help to increase creativity and communication, resulting in more efficient and successful teams.

Corporate events are following this trend. Organizations are moving away from “parties” opting to host team building activities that foster this new-found team collaboration 
and cooperation instead. When organized correctly, team building activities are a fun and exciting day away from the office, but more importantly, through the power of play, 
they achieve results.

Problem Solving & Collaboration

Problems in the workplace rarely affect only one 
department or team member. Finding an effective 
solution can take company-wide collaboration. By 
participating in team building activities with fun and 
unique problem solving elements, participants build 
stronger relationships and develop networks outside 
of their department. Knowing each other’s strengths, 
weaknesses and experience will help to find quick and 
effective solutions to future problems.

Individual Success

While contrary to the term “team building”, team 
building activities are excellent ways for employers 
to recognize individual strengths in their team. While 
the goal is to encourage participants to work together, 
properly built activities highlight attributes and strengths 
of the people involved, providing positive reinforcement 
and helping them to see how they add value to the 
company.

Power of Play

Although the end result of teambuilding is to strengthen 
the team and achieve success in the workplace, never 
discount the power of play. Stimulating happiness, 
laughter and play helps to boost morale and 
motivation. In a world that functions 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week, employees and employers need to be 
reminded that play is a vital part of work.

As the workplace continues to shifts from closed offices, 
to open concept, from individual competitiveness 

to cooperation and collaboration, team building 
activities are an excellent value-add to the meeting and 
conference landscape.

To bring the power of play and teambuilding to your 
organization, please call Sarah Gay, Coordinator,  
RA Event & Conference Services at 613-736-6243 or 
sgay@racentre.com. 

 

Strong Communication

Strong communication is built on commonalities, 
trust, and understanding. Effective team building 
activities help participants see what they have in 
common, decrease mistrust by allowing a safe and fun 
environment for participants to speak up and take risks, 
and foster an understanding of the knowledge each 
other holds. These attributes will not only lead to strong 
communication, but will organically nurture a friendly 
work environment where people are comfortable and 
happy to talk to one another.

Increased Innovation

Successful teambuilding events not only strengthen 
problem solving, collaboration and communication, but 
they also contribute to a more creative workplace. By 
encouraging cross pollination of ideas to solve the task 
at hand, team building activities are an excellent way to 
stimulate creative energy and spark innovative ideas.

mailto:csmith%40racentre.com?subject=
mailto:sgay%40racentre.com?subject=
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To discover how to optimize the information in your 
workplace contact ABI at:

2355 St. Laurent Blvd., Ottawa, Ontario K1G 4L2
T 613 738-1003

advancedbusinessimaging.com

Advanced Business Imaging optimizes how 
information is used with Ricoh technology

A proud partner of the RA

http://advancebusinessimaging.com
https://www.makespacework.com/
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It’s all about  
Social Badminton!
This recreational badminton program is 
your opportunity to meet new people  
and socialize on and off courts.  
Join us for an early evening of fun badminton  
and some after “baddy” pizza.

Interested?  Contact Jill Pomeroy at 
613-736-6205 or jpomeroy@racentre.com.

Molson Canadian Sens Watch Party

James Mains, winner of the ultimate Sens Package.RA Hockey League players, winners of Molson prizes.

Living out my NHL fantasy  
thanks to the RA
I had the privilege of being able to attend the 
Ottawa Senators Fantasy Camp presented by 
Molson Canadian on February 12 & 13 courtesy 
of the RA. The alumni in attendance were 
outgoing and eager to share their stories, and 
the camp was delivered in a very enjoyable way.

The camp started with a dinner and alumni ‘Hot 
Stove’, where Chris Neil, Chris Phillips, and Laurie 
Boschman talked about some of their career 
highlights and memorable moments from being 
on the team. The stories ranged from humorous 
to heartwarming, and the food and drink was 
delicious.

We then watched the Senators take on the 
Carolina Hurricanes from the Alumni Suite at the 
Canadian Tire Centre. It was great chatting to 
the alumni during the game and hearing their 
perspective and getting a deeper understanding 
of what goes on behind the scenes. The 
Hurricanes ended up winning 4-1, but we all had 
a great time in the suite.

On the second day of the camp, we got to tour 
the workout and video review facilities. The 
Senators strength and conditioning coach and 
video coach gave us and idea of what they do 
for practice and on game days.

Then we hit the ice for a practice of our own. As 
a goalie, the hour and a half practice was very 
challenging. The camp participants and alumni 
ran through various drills, all of which resulted 
in a lot of shots. It was very easy to tell who 
the alumni were. Their shots were significantly 

harder than what I was used to, and their 
accuracy and release were incredible.

After the practice, we were treated to a second 
‘Hot Stove’, where we heard from Pascal Leclair, 
Ron Tugnutt, and Brendan Bell. They told stories 
of team travel, team bonding, and some of their 
career highlights.

After lunch, it was game time. We were given 
the full treatment, including an announcer, 
referee, and goal horn. I was assigned to 
backstop for Team Neil, which was a relief 
because he seemed to be taking it more seriously 
than any other alumni.

We fell behind early, but after some great rushes 
generated by Chris Neil, we were able to come 
out with the 10-7 win. The highlight of the camp 
for me was making a couple key saves on Chris 
Phillips and Laurie Boschman.

I am very grateful for the opportunity to play 
with the alumni and get to experience the entire 
Fantasy Camp. Thank you to the RA for selecting 
me, and Molson Canadian for presenting the 
camp!

by Chris Reith

The annual Sens Watch Party was held in the Fieldhouse Bar & Grill on Tuesday, February 26.

Congratulations to James Mains, RA Squash Club Member on winning the Ultimate Sens package 
consisting of dinner in the Fieldhouse, limousine service to and from the game, and four 100 level seats 
to see the Sens take on the Islanders.

During the Molson Sens Watch Party, our partners at Molson Coors Canada provided a number of prizes 
which were given away throughout the evening, including hats, t-shirts, and beverages. The vibe was 
upbeat and positive from the get-go, and the hockey trivia contest definitely added to the fun-filled 
atmosphere.

We would like to thank everyone who came out and supported the evening’s event and for making it a 
success.  Thank you, as well to Molson Coors and all the great staff who helped host the festivities.  

http://www.uniglobecbo.com
mailto:jpomeroy%40racentre.com?subject=
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Home Improvements Can Save You Money!
The change of the seasons means time to get outside and enjoy some of that fresh air we 
have all been waiting for. For many people, it’s a time to start some of those outside projects. 
Did you know, some of these regular maintenance and upkeep projects might also result in 
reducing your home insurance premium? We encourage RA members to take a moment and 
read the following 5 tips.

Important home improvements which may affect your insurance policy:

1. If your primary heating source is a wood stove or oil furnace, replacing with an electric or 
gas furnace will have an impact on your homeowner policy. Oil and wood heating sources 
have a greater risk of fire and can result in higher insurance premiums.

2. Upgrade your electrical system. To reduce chances of fire and save on insurance, be sure 
your electrical system is using modern materials (like copper) and has at least 100 amps. 
Electrical wiring like knob-and-tube, aluminium or 60-amp electrical systems have a higher 
risk of overheating and causing a fire and therefore tends to result in a higher premium.

3. Be sure your plumbing materials are up to date. Copper and plastic are the ideal plumbing 
materials as they reduce the chances of clogged water lines and water damage.

4. Prevent chances of a flood in your home by installing a sump pump or a backwater valve. 
A sump pump moves water away from your homes foundation and a backwater valve 
stops sewage from flowing into your home during a sewer backup. Installing one or both 
systems reduce your chance of a water claim and may be able to get you a discount on 
your home insurance.

5. Check your roof to see what kind of condition it’s in. Older roofs may mean a higher 
insurance premium as it could lead to water leaks. You may consider replacing it to keep 
yourself better protected and your premium down.

Feel free to call Smith, Petrie, Carr & Scott Insurance Brokers for more information on home 
improvement and find out how you can save with the RA Centre’s members-only group Home 
and Auto insurance plan.

RACC Adult Learn to Curl Program  
and NEW Development League
The RA Curling Club’s successful Adult Learn to Curl - a 10 week program offered 
both daytime and nighttime and run by qualified coaches– has now completed 
its fifth season. Over 50 curlers graduated from this program this winter. Recent 
graduates have been embracing the sport and signing up for in-house as well as local 
bonspiels (and having fun and winning too as the photo shows). To provide further 
instructional opportunities for our novice curlers, as well as for other club curlers 
wishing to improve their skills, the Club created a new Development League running 
January through March. This league offers off-ice lectures as well as on-ice drills and 
coaching during games. The 48 spots quickly filled up. It will be back by popular 
demand next winter. Contact Paul Armstrong (paul.armstrong.racc@gmail.com) if 
you are interested in getting on the waiting list for either the Learn to Curl Program or 
the Development League next season.

Team Lafortune, Learn to Curl Graduates in 
the Alexandria Novice Bonspiel, February 9th, 
winning the second game high prize. 

From left to right: Carole Harrison (2nd), 
André Lafortune (skip), Roch Paquette (3rd) 
and Lise Paquette (lead).

Be in the Know    
www.racentre.com/whats-new

Check out the What’s New and Upcoming Events section of the RA website 
for information on new programs, upcoming events and special promotional 
offers from our partners!

UPCOMING RA EVENTS 

Spring Card Making Workshop - Everything spring! 

Wednesday, April 10 – Join us to create your own Spring card masterpieces. 

RA Canoe Camping Club – Open House

Friday, April 12 – Join Club members in the Clark Hall from 6:30 to 8:30 pm to 
find out about the fantastic programs that the RA’s Canoe Camping Club offers.

RA PROGRAMS – What’s NEW!

NEW! COURT BOOKING SYSTEM - RA Squash & Racquetball 
On April 1, we switched over to a court booking system in Legend. This straight 
forward system will allow you to book courts on-line, over the phone or in 
person. 

StrongWomen - on Daytime Ottawa - Rogers TV
StrongWoman Coordinator Kathy Godding and participant Sharron visit with 
Dylan Black on Daytime Ottawa.  Check it out.

http://www.spcs-ins.com
mailto:paul.armstrong.racc%40gmail.com?subject=
http://www.racentre.com/whats-new
https://www.racentre.com/fitness-wellness/ra-lifefit-centre/wellness-programs/strongwomen-program/

